
North West Academy’s 
social media content

from the editorial plan



Priority:

More user friendly and readable
account, with a creative and 

professional layout.

Things that changed:

- Description cleaned up
- Icon remixed
- Added icons for highlights, 

moved more important ones to 
the left

- introduced posts that consist of 
a mix of graphics and photos

- introduced posts that connect 
into 1x3, 2x2 and 2x3 layouts









A 1x3 post to commemorate the refresh of NWA’s 
social media.

Example hashtags : #backfromcovid #openagain 
#schoolinderry



A short tweet 
welcoming students 
back to school.



A photo of teachers 
smiling as they await to 
see new faces in school.





Introducing:

- Universal Instagram post 
templates

- More carousel format posts to 
pack as much information as we 
can in a singular post

- Instagram highlights with 
essential information regarding 
courses and certificates





Example description:

Are you thinking of taking an exam? Now you can take them 
at @northwestacademyofenglish. Check out what exams do 
we offer and some facts about them just by swiping left! 
❓Any questions?
➡Contact us now!
📩Email: info@northwestacademy.net
📞Tel: Tel +44 28 71 370773 (NI) / Tel +48 2230 74638 (PL)
↘Social media:
Facebook: @northwestacademyofenglish
Instagram: @northwestacademyofenglish
Twitter: @NWAcademynet
#english #languageschool #nwa #academy #derry





Example description

Irish Friday. What it is? It's a post 
where we are gonna to explain some 

of Irish words, into English words. 
Today's word is a symbol of Ireland - 

Clover.
Did you know how to say clover in 
Galeic? Let us know in comments.

#Irishfriday #Galeic #english #NWA #learning 
#languages





First part of post with 
pictures of Halloween 

festival.
In the post are going to be 
shown photos or pictures 

from last festivals.



The second part of 
the post will describe 

Halloween festivals



Example Instagram story

Very open form of interactions with people.
Requires only one tap, and is pretty easy to create.

It can be on any topic.
For example type of questionnaire, or light form of contact 

with people.

The best form to ask our target.



Example Instagram story

Pretty similar form of contact with our students, as previous 
one.

But this time can be used as an open question. For example 
as Q&A which makes possibilities to answer the usual 

questions for students 

It enables direct contact with our students, or even 
interested people



Example twitter post

Simple, short post, which wants our students to comment 
their day, or just write something entertaining.

Sometimes we can add little add of our instagram or 
facebook post.


